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ISSUE

At its June 15,2006 meeting, the Executive Management and Audit Committee adopted
motions authorizing the implementation of pilot programs on a number of potential new
revenue-generating programs, and directed staff to report back quarterly on its progress. In
addition, staff was directed to report back on potential revenues from adding "wrapped
advertising on rail cars, and from increasing the number of "wrapped" buses in the current
bus advertising contract to 25% of the fleet.
DISCUSSION

Staff has vigorously pursued the myriad new revenue opportunities since receiving the
Board's authorization in June. The following is a status report on these projects:
Rail Car Exteriors
An agreement to institute a pilot program for advertising on the exteriors of Metro's Green
and Gold Line cars has been generated by Procurement, reviewed with CBS Outdoor and
County Counsel, and submitted to CBS for signature. The agreement calls for Metro to
receive 65% of net advertising revenues, and requires the vendor to provide monthly sales
reports for Metro's review. The agreement for this pilot program will be effective upon
signing through December 3 1,2007.
Metro staff has worked with CBS Outdoor to determine the size and positioning of
rectangular ads on the rail cars; posting plans have been reviewed and approved by Rail
Operations, Communications and CBS.
Because these ads will be installed on the premises of Metro's rail divisions by non-union
personnel, ATU acceptance of these procedures is required before work can begin. If union

acceptance is received shortly and CBS Outdoor accepts the agreement as is, posting of
advertising could begin in October 2006.
As directed by the Board, this agreement calls for standard (rectangular) ads only to be
placed on the rail cards. CBS Outdoor has estimated that Metro's revenue in the first 12
months of this agreement will be between $675,000-$775,000. Additional revenue could be
realized through other options, such as adding the Blue Line cars to this agreement,
allowing "wrapped ads without window coverings, allowing "wrapped ads with full window
coverings, and/or allowing advertising for beer and wine products. CBS has been asked to
provide revenue estimates for the first 12 months under these various scenarios. They are as
follows:
Estimated Rail Car Advertising Revenue - First 12 months

Green &
Gold
Lines
Green,
Gold &
Blue Lines

Standard
(Rectangular)
Rail Posters
only

Standard Rail
Posters +
Wraps
(No Windows)

Standard Rail
Posters Only Beer &Wine
Permitted

$ISM-$1.8M

Standard Rail
Posters +
Wraps
(100%
Windows)
$2.1M-$2.4M

$675,000$775,000
$900,000 $1,100,000

81.5M-$1.8M

$2.1M-S2.4M

$1M-$1.25M

$775,000 $900,000

Standard Rail
Posters + Wraps
- Beer &Wine
Permitted (No
Windows)
$1.7M-$2M

Standard Rail
Posters + Wraps Beer &Wine
Permitted (100%
Windows)
$2.4M-$2.7M

$1.7M-$2M

B2.4M-$2.7M

Station Prominence Advertising
An agreement to institute a pilot program for Station Prominence advertising in six Metro
Red Line stations has been generated by Procurement, reviewed with CBS Outdoor and
County Counsel, and submitted to CBS for signature. The agreement calls for Metro to
receive 65% of net advertising revenues, and requires the vendor to provide monthly sales
reports for Metro's review. The agreement for this pilot program will be effective upon
signing through December 31, 2007.
CBS Outdoor presented draft posting plans for each station to staff from Metro Art, Rail
Operations, Rail Facilities and Communications on September 7,2006. The plans overall
appear to be acceptable; staff is reviewing them and will submit any specific comments back
to CBS Outdoor by September 15.
Because these ads will be installed in Metro facilities by non-union personnel, ATU
acceptance of these procedures is required before work can begin. If union acceptance is

received shortly and CBS Outdoor accepts the agreement as is, posting of advertising could
begin in mid-November 2006.
Parking Stripes
A draft agreement to institute a pilot program for advertising in Metro parking lots has been
generated by Procurement and reviewed with the vendor, parking Stripe Advertising. This
would represent the first time parking stripe advertising has been available in Los Angeles
County. Terms have not yet been fully agreed upon, and Metro is awaiting m e r input
from Parking Stripe Advertising. The current offer from the vendor calls for Metro to
receive $4.90 per stripe, which equates to 61% of the net revenue for each stripe, slightly
short of the Board's direction for Metro to receive at least 65%. The agreement for this pilot
program will be in effect for two years from the date of signing. Total revenue to Metro in
the first year is estimated at $176,400.
Metro is awaiting final posting plans and specifications on materials to be used from the
vendor. Because of these outstanding issues, a viable start date for this program has not yet
been determined.
Because these ads will be installed in Metro parking lots by non-union personnel, ATU
acceptance of these procedures is required before work can begin.
Tunnel Advertising
Metro has received a joint proposal from two firms that specialize in subway tunnel
advertising, SideTrack Technologies and Submedia. Although each company uses a
different technique, they are jointly proposing to do a test installation of each of their
systems in Metro subway tunnels over a two-year period, with Metro receiving a guaranteed
$240,000 per year. More details have been requested from the proposers in order to develop
an agreement. If the agreement can be executed and all technical requirements can be
satisfied, installations could be begin operation by December 2006.
Vending Machines
Metro is developing an agreement with Canteen Vending Services to place vending
machines at six Metro Red Line stations. A total of 8 machines will be installed intitally; as
the pilot program moves forward, additional locations on the system will be sought. While
the commission rate for this program is still under discussion, annual revenues to Metro are
estimated at $15,000 per machine or $120,000 total on an annual basis. This pilot program
is scheduled to run through.July 25,2007.

Paid Cross Promotions
Metro has discontinued in-kind trades with events and organizations, and begun to solicit
cash arrangements for promotional opportunities that were previously provided on a trade
basis. Initial reaction from potential partners has revealed no interest in cash participation.
Metro is in the process of finalizing rates for its promotional support and will continue to
solicit potential participants.
Increased Bus Wraps
Metro's current bus advertising contract with CBS Outdoor allows 100 vehicles to carry fd
or partial "wrapped" advertising. This level was set by the ~ o a r prior
d
to release of the RFP
that solicited the current contract. During calendar year 2007, Metro will receive $2,590,000
for these wrapped vehicles.
The Board asked staff to explore the possibility of increasing the number of "wrapped buses
in the current bus advertising contract to 25% of the fleet, or 525 vehicles. Upon
consideration, CBS Outdoor has indicated that it does not believe there is sdcient demand
for this advertising to warrant such an increase, and consequently has declined interest at
this time in increasing its allotment of wrapped buses with an attendant revenue increase to
Metro. However, an increase in the number of wrapped buses can be included in the next
bus advertising contract solicitation, scheduled to be released in January 2007.
It should be noted that the current ATU contract limits the number of vehicles that may
have wraps applied by outside vendors to 200 vehicles at any one time. Installation of wraps
may not be done at the Divisions; in order to install wrapped advertising, buses must be
removed from service and driven to a remote location by union personnel. Installation of
full-wrapped advertising takes 6-8 hours per vehicle, requiring Operations coordination at
the Division level to make vehicles and drivers available for this purpose.
Other Programs
Staff also has investigated several other potential revenue-generating programs; however,
these have not shown a significant revenue potential thus far. These include:
o Product Licensing -- Metro has entered into a deal with Matte1 to license the image of

Metro Local and Metro Rapid buses for production as Matchbox vehicles, which will be
available for worldwide sale. Mattel does not provide royalties to not-for-profit
companies; however, Metro will receive a supply of the vehicles at no charge (and will be
able to purchase additional supplies at the best possible wholesale price) to sell through
the Metro Store, thereby generating modest revenues. Other licensee partners are being
sought.

o Wholesale Service Sponsors - Metro has had preliminary discussions with the Dodgers
regarding hnding partners for a Dodger Shuttle in 2007. No interested sponsors have

been identified to date.
o Facility Naming -- CBS Outdoor has advised that there is little demand nationwide for
naming rights at rail stations. The value of naming rights for facilities such as sporting
venues is derived from their visibility during television broadcasts and frequent
references in the media. However, staff and CBS have discussed the potential for
posting paid advertising on other Metro facilities, such as on freeway-facing division
towers and at the El Monte Bus Station, and will pursue these possibilities further.
o Website & WiFi -- Staff is still investigating the feasibility of generating revenue through
the availability of WiFI on buses and from website advertising. Both appear to have
limited potential at this time.

NEXT STEPS
Communications will maintain its efforts to implement the programs described above as
quickly as possible and continue to report progress to the Board on a quarterly basis. In
addition, Communications will review the next bus advertising contract solicitation with the
Board prior to its release.

